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HEAVY CUT

FAST CUT

FINISH

SUPER FINISH

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Water based and silicon free high cutting compound used to remove 
P1200-P2000 sand scratches, as well as deep marks, failings and dullness, 
according to the hardness of treated paints. It restores badly oxidized surfa-
ces as well as can be used on new well dried paints. 
The key feature of PAICAR 01 is offering a strong cutting power when surfa-
ces are in critical conditions. According to wished final quality and finish, 
and especially on dark coloured surfaces, it is recommended  to follow up 
with a finer compound, such as PAICAR 03.
PAICAR 01 has been developed to give its best in combination with a rotor-
bital polishing machine and DA-01 red hard foam pad. It may be used also 
in combination with SL3 lamb wool pad and a rotary machine, for higher 
cutting action. 

Level of cut: 10/10

Level of gloss: 5/10

Colour: white
Odour: light and pleasant 
Physical form: creamy
Storage: 5-30°C 

TIPS

Clean surface thoroughly before 
polishing

Shake well before use

Apply a small amount of compound

Polish with crossed movements: left to 
right, up and down

Use rotary polisher for powering the cut 
level

Use DA-01 Red hard polishing pad for 
standard condition

Keep the polishing pad clean to speed 
up polishing process and maximise pad 
life

Use SL3 lamb wool for badly oxidized 
surfaces

Use a clean Silky Tech microfiber to wipe 
off without too much pressure

HOW TO USE

Apply a small quantity of PAICAR 01 on DA-01 red foam pad and use the 
pad for spreading the compound on the surface. Select a rotorbital polisher 
and start at low RPM, then gradually increase revolutions and polish with 
crossed movements, namely left to right, up and down. Wipe the surface 
with a clean Silky Tech microfiber cloth, in order to remove any potential 
residue. For higher cutting action, select a rotary polisher and follow the 
same procedure, starting slow (800 RPM), and increasing gradually to 1500 
RPM. In combination with rotary machine, SL3 lamb wool pad can be used 
for powering the cut level.

CODES

Size
325 g
1,3 kg
8 oz
32 oz

Code
(EU) 600711
(EU) 600707
(US) 600693
(US) 600689

Pcs/Box
24
12
24
12

DA-01

FOAM

PADP1200-P2000

ROTARY

RPM

800-1500

WOOL PAD
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